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Abstract. Computer-aided Acquisition of Semantic Knowledge (CASK) is aimed at de-
scribing a number of semantic fields of a few European languages using data mining tech-
niques elaborated within the framework of the new paradigm of computation known as
Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD). CASK’s motivation is to dig deeper in order
to find building blocks which could be used in various sophisticated ways. The project is
interdisciplinary involving scientific cooperation of experts in linguistics with information
engineers. The task of linguists consists in an interactive (computer-aided) discovery of
ontology-based definitions of feature structures using the SEMANA (Semantic Analyser)
software which was designed especially in order to build linguistic databases with semantic
knowledge.
Keywords: (1) Theory of Language (language modelling, sign, semantic field), (2) KDD :
Knowledge Discovery in Databases (Decision Logic, Formal Concept Analysis, Rough-Set
Theory, Cluster Analysis, Factor Analysis), (3) DBMS : Database Management Systems
(software engineering), e-dictionary, (4) Automated Discovery.

1 Introduction

Natural languages are not like formal languages contrary to the famous statement (by Montague
R., 1974): “English — as a Formal Language”. All the more, formal languages imitate some func-
tions of natural languages. Computational linguists are well aware that natural language process-
ing needs sophisticated representation formalisms (data structures). Nevertheless, no matter how
complex the representation be, the implemented system on a computer will not behave efficiently
without properly designed foundations (axioms). Indeed, there is a constantly growing demand for
a ‘deeper’ semantic description of natural languages. In order to properly differentiate various lin-
guistic units from each other, it is necessary to define these units with more specific (fine-grained)
sets of high (viz. adequate and consistent) quality feature structures.

The computer scientists who proposed many different approaches (algorithms and data struc-
tures) creating the Natural Language Processing framework adopted most linguistic notions (or
even complete theories) without paying due attention to the need for their logical reconstruction.
In our approach, language is seen as a massively distributed system and therefore the foundations
of language theory must be revisited1 . For this reason, in order to remedy for this and develop
new lexicons, we propose the approach which follows the discovery procedure from “raw” data to
structures.

Following some logicians (McCarthy J. — 1989, Barwise J. & Perry J., Wolniewicz B.) and
those computer scientists who are involved in modelling of the semantic web and its ontological
foundations, we claim that linguistic signs inherit their properties from multiple ontologies. Some
of them specifically concern language itself (ex. parts of speech, genders, etc.), the others refer to
the world. For example, verbs inherit their properties at the same time from phonemic structures,
valence schemas, roles, situation frames, etc. It is therefore necessary to build a number of local

1 Nevertheless, the reconstruction of many meta-linguistic concepts must not neglect useful definitions
and solutions which have been elaborated within the traditional framework of classical linguistics.
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meta-ontological (universal) mono- and multi-base hierarchies of concepts which underlie particular
language-specific cases.

Let us also mention that a few earlier endeavours to apply data mining technologies to language
study date back to the late 1990th only (cf. Priss, U. (1998, 2000), Priss, U. & Old, L. J. (2004,
2006), Emelyanov, G. M. & Stepanova, N. A. (2005)).

2 Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD)

Because knowledge acquisition using the Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) technology
is situated halfway between database management and automated discovery, we claim that it is
computationally possible to reveal, from a very simple chart representation of gathered atomic
data, usually “invisible” (“hidden”) remarkably compound relations. KDD technology makes it
namely possible (a) to transform charts into lattices (which are more powerful than trees because
they allow multi-base inheritance), (b) to apply approximation techniques allowing to reason with
uncertain data and (c) to provide hierarchical analyses reflecting the mutual dependencies of data
in the system.

The principles of knowledge discovery in databases techniques which are often enumerated in
the object literature are quoted below:

(a) tasks (visualization, classification, clustering, regression etc.)
(b) structure of the model adapted to data (it determines the limits of what will be compared or

revealed)
(c) evaluation function (adequacy / correspondence and generalization problems)
(d) search or optimalisation methods (heart of data exploration algorithms)
(e) data management techniques (tools for data accumulation and indexation).

Needless to say that in language studies, records with morphemes or expressions are seen as spec-
imen (“raw” data) which must be described (transformed) by a fixed set of attributes. It will be
easy to understand that the discovery procedure we adopted cannot be clearly split into two phases
: one which is known in social sciences as operationalisation leading from the object (domain of
interest) to its empiric model and the other known in computer science as scaling (mathematisa-
tion) leading from the empirical system to the representation system. Claiming nevertheless that
the discovery procedure is a complex iterative process, we will elaborate2 on this point in our
paper on modelling principles (in collaboration with Stacewicz, P. — in preparation).

2.1 Computer-aided Acquisition of Semantic Knowledge (CASK)

We believe that only detailed formal descriptions of different languages gathered in databases can
lead to experimentally tested and comparable cross-language definitions of semantic concepts. As
the matter of fact, linguistic research using the CASK3 The initiative of Computer-aided Acqui-
sition of Semantic Knowledge is part of research program of the Centre for Theoretical and Ap-
plied Linguistics (CELTA) at Paris-Sorbonne University (http://celta.paris-sorbonne.fr/).
method and its tools is perhaps one of the the earliest attempts of applying computational methods
in order to determine the relevance and the relative importance of descriptions. It consists in the
two following phases: automated exploration of texts (data extraction) and semi-automated
(interactive) analysis of data (data mining). The basic idea of the CASK initiative is that today
more fine-grained research on semantics is needed for designing new generation intelligent linguistic
tools using resources with semantic properties. The methods presently selected allow to make very
precise analyses using highly advanced technologies (and their combinations) such as algorithms
2 See however the paragraph 4.1 below.
3 The main idea of CASK initiative is to build a common bank of semantic feature structures which

would be based on the ontological inquiry into a few most salient linguistic semantic fields of European
(Slavic, Roman and Anglo-Saxon) languages in contrast with the Japanese language.
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of Decision Logic, Rough Set Theory and Formal Concept Analysis for symbolic data processing,
on the one hand, and Cluster and Factor Analyses algorithms for statistical data processing, on
the other hand. The above mentioned algorithms together with database building tools have been
designed and implemented by Georges Sauvet and André Wlodarczyk in the SEMANA (acronym
for “Semantic Analyser”) software.

Thus, the CASK is a meta-theoretical framework and a software which enables experienced
and trained linguists to define their own semantic feature structures for language semantic
categories The KDD tools of the SEMANA software make it possible to verify theoretical hypothe-
ses under the condition that a reasonably large amount of data is described. Moreover, SEMANA
enables linguists to modify semantic features and their structure without loosing the accumulated
data when they find it necessary (as a feedback of accumulating large databases).

2.2 Semiotic and Ontological Backgrounds

Signs are ontology-based semantic objects. Ontologies are seen as motivations (hierarchically struc-
tured foundations) of semantic properties of signs. Semantics of human languages is application-
domain specific (i.e.: it can capture most of all local domains). All the more, linguistic units (signs)
inherit their properties from multiple ontologies. For example, a verb can inherit its properties
at the same time from phonemic structures, valence schemas, roles, semantic situation frames
etc. Nevertheless, it seems possible to build both abstract and concrete ontological hierarchies of
concepts motivating particular semantic solutions.

In the Slavic domain, we must mention here the pioneering research by Bojar B. (1979, p. 215)
in her cornerstone work on Polish motion verbs and the underlying ontological concepts: “The
elaboration of such a semantic code obviously is still to come, nevertheless it is undisputable that
the main road to this kind of information language goes through the selection of its elements on
the basis of as well meanings of lexical units of the natural language and expressions they make
up as extra-linguistic situations because only then it will become possible to describe both contents
of linguistic units of natural languages and extra-linguistic situations whose description using a
natural language would be either not economical or not accurate enough.”

If we want to reach better results in the field of semantic analysis of linguistic phenomena
certain foundational concepts (notions) currently in use must be formally reconstructed. From
the linguistic (more generally, semiotic) point of view, semantic concepts (contents) must not be
considered in separation from signs (units defined originally as pairs of form and content in classical
linguistics). Hence, the present approach is based on the assumption that the physical meaning of
signs, as such, being inaccessible for inspection, the only reasonable solution for semantic research
is modelling.

3 Data Mining with the SEMANA software

Computers make it more and more possible to view linguistics as an experimental science.
Collecting numerous samples of usages (in databases), describing and analysing these data with
symbolic and statistical KDD methods is clearly opposed to the Generative Grammar which
emphasizes the hypothetico-deductive power of its methodology and presupposes only a rather
poor set of examples as illustrations. However, it must be stressed that semantic data input
constitutes a hard task. At the stage of collecting and annotating linguistic data intuition of
linguists (based on their own speaker’s competence enhanced by their academic knowledge of a
given language) cannot be avoided. But, due to the dynamic character of SEMANA, interaction
between man and machine consists in creating and using lists of explicitly defined attributes
which can be easily modified. This can prevent from the subjectivity and variability of human
appreciation of the meaning of expressions as used in different contexts.

On the other hand, the difficulty of data input takes also its origin partly in the fact that lin-
guistic expressions in context have also implicit meaning and entail as well presupposed as inferred
knowledge. Namely, it is difficult to establish which part of the presupposed or inferred knowledge
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has to be taken into account in the description: very often, the part of implicit knowledge that has
to be made explicit depends on the language which serves as contrastive reference. Contrasting
one language with more than one is supposed to yield a more detailed description of semantic
contents of their respective expression units.

Using KDD algorithms gives spectacular results with adapted data. This is the case of KDD
among others with rough decision algorithms implemented in the SEMANA software which con-
tains a dynamic database builder and a software which has been designed for computer-aided
inquiry into the domain of ontology for sake of research on linguistic semantics. Linguists are well
aware of the overwhelming complexity of their object of study. It should be stressed however that
data structures must not have a complex view in order to reflect complexity of relations. The
figures below show that using a lattice representation (which is even more powerful than tree rep-
resentation) it is computationally possible to reveal rather compound relations which may seem
invisible (“hidden”) in a collection of descriptions using a very simple chart representation.

General architecture of SEMANA Software
The SEMANA software consists of two sorts of operations : (1) creation and maintenance of

the dynamic database and (2) SEMANA proper algorithms for both symbolic and statistical data
analyses.

(1) Data Base Builder : database construction environment with facilities for dynamic restruc-
turing of data (attribute edition assistance, tree-structure visualisation, conversion of multi-valued
charts into one-valued ones, nominal and logical scaling functions, discretisation of quantitative
variables, clarification of objects and attributes, co-occurrence tables (Burt’s tables), etc.)

• Editor of Records
• Tree Builder Assistant
• Attribute Editor
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(2) SEMANA Editor : This is the monitor of SEMANA in which it is possible to open a file,
create a file, edit a file as well as to discover similarities and analogies useful for building semantic
fields etc.

a) Symbolic Analysers

• Formal Concept Analyser — graphical representation of lattices, alpha-Galois lattices (cf.
Wille R. 1982, 1997; Ganter B. and Wille R. 1999)

• Rough Set Analyser - lower and upper approximations, reducts, core, discrimination power
(cf. Pawlak Z. 1982, Orłowska E. & Pawlak Z. 1984)

• Formal Rough Concept Analyser (cf. Saquer J. and Deogun J. S. 1999)
• Rough Decision Logic Analyser determination of minimal rules (for given subsets of conditional

and decisional subsets of attributes), detection of inconsistenciesn(cf. Bolc L., Cytowski J. and
Stacewicz P. 1996)

b) Statistical Analysers STA 3

• Factor Correspondence Analysis - including Correspondence Factor Analysis (Benzécri, J.-P.
1984)

• Ascending Cluster Analysis or Bottom-Up Hierarchical Classification (Jambu M. 1978)

and various classical statistics such as correlation matrices, similarity indices, feature matching,
cluster coefficient, etc.

At CELTA, in the framework of the CASK project, the SEMANA software is currently used
for research on European languages. Linguists, members of the CASK project, are experts in the
fields that were chosen for the first phase of research (aspect, modality and motion actions), as
authors of monographs, papers and doctoral theses on these subjects.
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4 Interactive Linguistics

Defining consists in establishing an unambiguous meaning of a given concept. In another words,
defining is an activity which aims at creating a formal language. The general structure of every
definition is based on the equivalence relation (tautology) as established by the equality conjunction
=def between two terms A and B. The formula A =def B is read as “A is the term which is being
defined (definiendum) and B is its definition (definiens)”.

From the syntactic point of view, the two following kinds of definitions can be distinguished: (1)
contextual4 definitions are composed of more than one term in their definienda; the complementary
term being its ‘context’: A with respect to X, A =defB and (2) direct definitions have only
one term in their definienda A =def B . Obviously, for language studies, the contextual definitions
are most likely to be attractive but, in our opinion, direct definitions reveal important as well.

4.1 Explanations guarantee accuracy

Explanation concerns the definiendum part of definitions. It has also two parts: explenans and
explenandum . In this pair of notions, it is the definiens of the definition that corresponds to the
explenandum of an explanation. Explenans guarantees mutual dependencies between conjunctions
of partial definitions. However, we consider that, in order to make the explenans play this function,
it is necessary that the concepts which represent the explenans part of explanations be classified
(ordered in such a way that they constitute tree-like structures). This remark will not astonish
specialists in computer processing of natural languages since the data structures they manipulate
are trees or, in better cases, DAGs (directed acyclic graphs).

Primarily, definitions are dichotomous attributes, but in most cases operationalisation is suc-
cessful only while all the attributes are parameterized. The partiality (contextuality) is obtained
by deduction under the closed world assumption. It is known as constraint in logic with natural de-
duction mechanisms (Gentzen). During the parameterization process attributes must be validated
with respect to their belonging to the ontology of objects they represent. Attribute in parameters
belong either to some unstructured clusters or to hierarchies with respect to which they must be
validated; i.e.: selected from the hierarchy.

Importantly, the parameters whose attributes are coming from hierarchies always contain
minus-valued (negative) attribute. Such attributes are the complements of all those which are
hierarchically dependent. The next task consists in exploring the reasons (a) belonging to a tree
structure or (b) being a set of attributes resulting from total combination of properties.

In order to conduct research on such heterogeneous objects as semiotic constructs, we must
collect data in a very flexible system environment. Our “db Builder” (acronym of Database Man-
agement System) has been designed especially for the purpose of research on linguistic data with
little a priori structured knowledge. This system is suited to the semantic knowledge acquisition
and experimentation. “Db Builder” makes it possible (1) to collect samples of utterances containing
a sample of the sign in question with its contextual environment, translation into other languages
and free format observations in natural language and (2) to describe the meaning of that sign
using attributes with their values (parameterized features). Sets of attributes used in collections
of usages of signs may be variable. However, the number of attributes describing a category is
supposed to be finite. The linguist’s task is to stabilize configurations of attributes with respect
to the given semantic domain (‘field’). All the attributes must be explained in form of ontological
hierarchies which constitute what is well known as feature structures.

In the CASK framework, we propose a typical procedure for the semantic description of lin-
guistic data.

1. initialize a set of uses of a linguistic sign (or expression) within its environment (context)
4 From the point of view of the procedure, three kinds of contextual definitions are distinguished: (a)

descriptive, (b) prospective (aiming at creating new concepts) and (c) normative. The three terms were
coined by the author. They correspond to (a) reporting definitions, (b) projecting definitions and (c)
regulative definitions of other athors. Cf. Pawłowski, T. (1978).
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2. collect a number of uses of one linguistic sign (or expression) and build a database (when
necessary add ontology-based explanation)

3. determine (step by step) the ontology of that sign (or expression) by creating attributes and
establishing their constitutive (hierarchical when possible) structures

4. split automatically the database into as many information systems/contexts as necessary
5. add more uses (samples of utterances) and check the ontology quality (adequacy) with respect

to the database
6. typify uses of the described signs (or expressions) using the Formal Concept Analysis.
7. check the consistency of the database
8. if possible, reduce and stabilize knowledge contained in each of the information systems using

the Rough Set Analysis
9. for some purposes, merge fixed information systems into one formal concept context

The structure obtained is a semantic structural description of the linguistic unit. Let us also
mention that, among the variety of specialised KDD functions making it possible to experiment
with descriptions within the attribute spaces, two particularly useful tasks consist in establishing
relations between signs (as mentioned above).

4.2 Logical Reconstruction of the Theory of Sign

Let us now see what are the theoretical foundations for interactive analyses of linguistic objects.
From the computational point of view, following the new fuzzy and rough computing paradigm,
it is easy to conclude that because signs are objects they also have granular structures. They
can therefore be represented using Galois lattices. Let us then follow this viewpoint adopting the
general assumption that signs (lexical and grammatical morphemes or expressions) can really be
thought of in terms of granular structures. As it will be explained below, uses can be seen as
granules of usages and sememes as granules of senses. Linguistic signs can therefore be described
interactively using data mining technical tools such as formal concept analysers5, rough set infor-
mation system analysers6, ascending hierarchical classifiers and correspondence factor analysers7,
etc.

In the sequel of this subsection, our purpose will be only to put together the notion of semiotic
objects (as they are usually described in linguistic literature) and “formal contexts” as defined in
computational Formal Concept Analysis in hopes that it will enable us to formalise the represen-
tational structure of signs and their uses in different contexts. As a matter of fact, in Semana,
in collaboration with Sauvet G., we implemented two functions which compute centrality and
priority of some formal concepts in a lattice. These functions suggest that lattices are suitable
for representing linguistically motivated complex clusters of semantic structures. Indeed, below,
we will endeavour to show that signs can be represented using lattices. And we hope that lattice
representation of signs will reveal more adequate than DAGs of feature structures8 . Although
our research on this question is still in progress, we will sketch out the general idea we intend to
develop.

Definition 1. Formally, the Elemental Sign is a structure with Uses U as a set of mor-
phemes (or expressions), Semes9 S as a set of formulae or attributes or definitions and Assign-
ment A as an assignment function from uses to semes (A: U → S ).

Sign=<U, S, A>

5 Cf. Wille R. (1982, 2001), Ganter B. & Wille R. (1999).
6 Cf. Pawlak Z. (1981), Orłowska E. & Pawlak Z. (1984).
7 Cf. Benzécri, J.-P. (1984), Jambu, M. (1978) and Greenacre, M. (1983).
8 Let us stress that features structures are explanations and what we need are definitions. Definitions can

be automatically verified using data mining tools but explanations cannot.
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Definition 2. We briefly introduce the Concept10 defined as a pair of a subset of uses (M ⊆
U ) and subset of semes (Σ⊆S ). The concept must be formal , i.e.: it must be created by a dual11
function from uses to semes and vice versa (Wille, R. – 1982).

Concept = {M, Σ } where {M : U → S} and {Σ : S → U }

Let S be a set of semes12 S ={α,β, γ . . . } and let Σ be a subset of semes in S (Σ⊆S ). The
Usage of a concept is defined as its extension.

[Σ]Sign= {m ∈ S : m |=SignΣ }

Now, let M be a set of uses of a morpheme (or expression) M={a, b, c...} be a subset of uses
U (M ⊆ U ). The Sense of a concept is defined as its intension.

[M ]Sign= {σ ∈ Σ : σ |=SignM }

Informal definition 3. We will call semion13 the set of all the realisations of a given concept .
Intuitively, while the concept is a pair of indiscernible usages (morphemes) and indiscernible senses
(formulae), the semion is a substructure (substructure of the sign). Let us fix our terminology as
follows (table #1):

Form (extension) Content (intension)
Concept Usage Sense
Semion Use Sememe

Table #1. Terminology of our theory of sign structure
Uses which have an intersection with all the items of the sense (intension) of a given concept

constitute its object domain, sememes which have an intersection with all the usages (extension)
of the same concept constitute its attribute co-domain. Obviously, both as well uses as sememes
are distinguishable.

Thus, it is possible to consider concepts as abstract representations of semions. In other words,
concepts should be seen as types14 of semions. It should be clear therefore that our definition of
semion only partially matches that of concept (in fact, defined as a formal concept) because the
uses belonging to one usage are different from each other and so are the sememes belonging to one
sense while in the concept the usages and the senses are indiscernible. A concept is only a pair
of usage and sense whereas a semion is a substructure of a sign. In other words, due to variable
contexts (a fortiori multiple semantic situations) of uses, linguistic signs usually contain more
than one semion which are defined as a pair of usage and sense.

Moreover, both components (usage and sense) of a concept may be contained in more than
one element (use and sememe respectively). Although, as we have said, the elements of every
component are indiscernible within a concept, each of them may be further characterized by the
10 In Formal Concept Analysis, the term used is Formal Concept (Wille R. — 1982, 2001).
11 Our presentation of this problem is very succinct. The dual character of formal concepts lies at the basis

of the algebric structure of lattice represenation (cf. the literature which is now very rich on FCA —
Formal Concept Analysis).

12 Note also that the original Wille’s terminology significatly differs from ours because we limited our
theory only to the semiotic objects. What we call semes, Wille calls attributes.

13 Our definition of semion drastically differs from that of S. K. Saumjan. In Saumjan’s Applicative
Generative Grammar, the term semion refers to the smallest semiotic unit defined as an elementary
object of the formal language designed to model the human language. The two elementary semions are
the name and the proposition likewise in categorial grammars (Lesniewski, Ajdukiewicz). Saumjan, S.
K. & Soboleva, P. A. (1973).

14 Indeed, the idea of types as opposed to their realisations (instances) concerns semantic objects, too. In
linguistics, the distinction of (formal) concept and semion is comparable to the distinction of phoneme
and sound in phonology.
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sememes not belonging to the usage of the concept. All the morphemes (or their homonyms) which
belong to a concept are indistinguishable but each of them is different in the context of the semion.

Our model of Elemental Sign can be further elaborated in the two following ways: (a)
internally by introducing a multi-dimensional vector space into its structure, we get then an
improved differentiation of meanings (oppositions) and (b) externally by joining (formal) concepts
of different elemental signs in associations; this gives rise to the definition of the Relational Sign.

Note also that semantic fields have the same granular structure as signs. The only difference is
that the uses and usages are replaced by different words. In the case of signs, the morphemes cannot
be but allomorphic. The lattices representing semions of semantic fields may contain “wholes”, viz.
concepts without name.

Lexicons and dictionaries were, in the history of mankind, the first attempts at using language
resources for annotation and translation purposes. Among them, thesauri are the most structured
collections of words. However, due to the intrinsic polysemy of signs, thesauri cannot but very ap-
proximately capture inter-sign relationships. For this reason, dynamic semantic maps and lattices
we propose among others should reveal useful both as well during the research and development
stage as for the future exploitation of computerised dictionaries.

– Semantic Lattice (S-Lattice) — a set of signs (with semes arranged by implication rela-
tionships).

– Semantic Map (S-Map) - a set of similar signs (with semes arranged by similarity rela-
tionships).

Thus, the meaning conveyed by natural languages is defined as a function from signs into15 the
individualized ontologies16 . We will keep in mind therefore that any description of a natural lan-
guage semantic field must match the representation of a local domain ontology. In other words,
the language semantics (description) and the ontology (representation) are mutually bound. Obvi-
ously, the granularity (the scale or level of detail present in a set of data) of semantic descriptions
and their ontological counterparts must match.

4.3 From “Raw” Data to Representations – Sample Solutions

As a sample solution, let us first state that morphemes are opposed by pairs of similarity and
distinction (see definition of semion above). Structural linguists proposed 3 kinds of oppositions:
privative (binary), equipollent (multi-value) and gradual (degree-value). The interactive research
in the KDD framework allowed us to discover special kinds of linguistic binary oppositions: a
double converse opposition (±A ! ∓B) and a double (or even triple) binary opposition
(+A → −A and +B → −B). Obviously, in both cases, there are only two morphemes in question.
In the double converse opposition the morphemes are infomorphic (a special kind of isomorphism
proposed within the framework of information flow by Barwise J. & Seligman J. – 1997). The
capitals A and B represent binary attributes which are converse of each other (viz. +A = −B and
+B = −A) in the double converse opposition. They represent two different attributes (viz. +A
̸= −B and +B ̸= −A) which belong to the same hierarchical domain in the a double (or triple)
binary opposition.

Let us quote as examples some results obtained at CELTA (Université Paris-Sorbonne – Paris
4):

(a) the Japanese wa and ga particles have two converse binary senses each (Włodarczyk A. –
1998, 2005):

wa+ Topic / ga- Subjectold ! ga+ Focus / ga- Subjectnew
(b) the Polish verb past morphemes –li and –ły have two17 senses each (Włodarczyk H. —

2009):
15 As a matter of fact, this function from goes across the internal semantic representations.
16 From our perspective, the semantic interpretation function of linguistic expressions should be charac-

terised by both refinement and blending.
17 If we consider that the neutre gender’s meaning of nouns which refer to animate beings is −Adult, the

number of binary oppositions, in this case, amounts to three (Wlodarczyk, H. – 2009).
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(1) –li+ +Human / –ły - +Human
(2) –ły+ +Feminin / –li - -Feminin
The notation we used may be slightly misleading if one has the notion of markedness in mind.

Note however that for a sign to be marked, it must not only bear a positively valued attribute.
Additionally, it must be ambiguous with respect to another attribute (which presumably is situated
higher in the hierarchy to which belongs the positive attribute under consideration).

5 Conclusion

At present, research on Polish aspect18 is carried in contrast with French: this allows us to compare
grammatical and lexical means of expression of aspect in two different types of languages.

The CASK method is based on the assumption that multilingual contrastive approach can help
deepening the semantic descriptions of one language by adding and modifying features through the
comparison with other languages. We also claim that contrastive approach is a good way towards
the construction of an ontology that would come out from real linguistic data. The usefulness of
the contrastive description is already significant for different types of European languages but the
impact of this method may reveal much more important while putting all these languages into
contrast with a typologically more distant language such as Japanese or Hungarian. Data on the
Japanese language, some of them are already available in various Japanese research institutions,
will be used as “contrastive pivot” for the European language. Especially, we are going to use
available Japanese electronic dictionaries. In this respect, research carried by Ikehara’s laboratory
(Ikehara S. – 1999) at Tottori University is a good example of successful ontology-based contrastive
approach: the contrast-and-comparison of the Japanese language with English led to a deeper and
more varied descriptions of Japanese lexemes.

Let us also add that one interesting and original goal of the interactive research in linguistic
semantics is building data banks of both ontological and linguistic knowledge structures. Such
structures could be accessed by description composed in natural languages using parsing mecha-
nisms enhanced with some approximation functions.
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